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Convective heat transfer in…
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Correlations are case-specific
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Is the current BES approach sufficient to model night cooling? No!
Choice of convection correlations is important

Currently available convection correlations not always usable

If not, what possibly is?
BES + CFD-based surrogate models, on condition tha

Part 1: Importance of the choice of correlation (BES)
Part 2: Applicability of current correlations (experiments)

What possibly is a proper way? BES + CFD-based surrogate models!
Part 3: Methodology to derive CFD-based surrogate models

No!

BES + CFD-based surrogate models!



Importance of choice of correlations?

Overheating risk

Design parameters

Correlations

BES Saved cooling demand

Operation time

(Part 1)



Ufo (Ghent, Belgium)



Impact of the choice of correlation
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Is convective heat transfer modelling of minor importance? NoNo! 



Applicability of current correlations?

(Part 2)

measurements
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PASLINK (Limelette, Belgium)



Comparison to correlations
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Comparison to correlations
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Are the currently available convection correlations always usable? No!No!



BES + more empirical correlations



BES + more empirical correlations

BES + CFD



BES + more empirical correlations

BES + CFD

BES + CFD-based surrogate models



Methodology to derive
CFD-based surrogate models?

?
input output = f(input) output
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Methodology to derive
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Methodology to derive
CFD-based surrogate models?

input output = f(input) output

(Part 3)



Pilot study on night cooled landscape office

Night cooling in offices

Design parameters

Usually in oblong landscape offices

Often line-shaped diffusers/band windows

So, roughly speaking, 2-D airflow

Ventilation concept

Mass distribution

Geometry

Driving force for convective heat transfer



Stirring up the  Annex 20 2-D case



Parameterizing Annex 20 2-D case

Parameter Type Min Max
- Ventilation concept Single-sided/cross/under floor
- Mass distribution Floor/ceiling
Lr (m) Geometry 4.5 9
Hsup (m) 0+BL 2.6-BL (Lr-0.5m)
Hexh (m) 0+BL 2.6-BL
hsup/exh (m) 0.1 0.5
α (°) 60 120
n (h-1) Driving force 1.5 10
Tw (°C) 16 25



Gambit + Fluent + SUMO = surrogate model

Estimate airflow
on base grid

Grid refinement

Calculate average
convective heat flux

! Monitoring residuals and
quantities is contestable

Controlled by Matlab (fully automated)



Adaptive sampling 

(expected improvement)

SUMO: global Surrogate-Based Optimization

Interpolation modelling
(kriging)
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Sensitivity: position of thermal mass more 
important than ventilation concept



Typical contour plots of                                            
the convective heat flux qc
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Typical contour plots of                                            
the prediction variance ŝ2
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provide insight (now)
advance BES-modelling (later)advance BES-modelling (later)

These CFD-based surrogate models can



Advancement of BES modelling

Surrogate models Indicate optimal solutions for which new 
correlations can be derived empirically

Make a basis for more globally accurate 
surrogate models

Framework (in Matlab) Can be used to derive more surrogate
models for different sets of 
room/system design parameters
Can be extended to enable co-kriging
(few high-res simulations and many
low-res simulations)
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